Korats (and Thais – the cats
from out of the blue)

by Julie Cherkas – Jusarka Cats

What is a Korat?

Jusarka Star Solitaire (Korat)
A long and ancient history

Oh, if only I had a pound for every time I’ve heard that
question!

The earliest existing records of the cats of Thailand are in the
Bangkok National Library. The Cat-Book Poems dating back
to 1350 AD describes and illustrates around 23 breed

The Korat is the silver-blue cat of Thailand which is said to
bring good luck. Its name comes from the Korat region in
the north eastern plateau of Thailand, where it is believed
the cat originated; a place of huge granite outcrops, where
the coat would blend with its surroundings. In its native
country its name, ‘Si-Sawat’ (pronounced “see-sah-waht”),
means greyish-blue. The word ‘sawat’ on its own means
prosperity or good luck. Korats are rare, even in their native
Thailand, and remain the most highly prized cat of the Thai
people; who think of the Korat as their national cat, (not the
Siamese, as you might think).

Ch Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise (Korat) - courtesy
Robert Fox
An adult Korat is a breathtakingly beautiful cat of medium
build, semi-cobby with a muscular body. The female is more
dainty than the male in appearance but should not be
undersized. Both males and females are surprisingly heavy
for their stature. Korats have a heart-shaped face and huge,
luminous green eyes, which appear too big for the face. In
profile, there is a slight stop between forehead and nose.
The coat is short to medium in length, glossy and fine, lying
close to the body. Korats have a single coat which is
smooth, silky and soft to the touch and each hair is tipped
with silver, giving a halo effect, particularly in areas where
the fur is shorter.

Three generations of Korats relaxing together
colours, including Seal Point Siamese (Vichien Mas), Korats
(Si-Sawats) and Copper (Burmese) cats (Thong Daeng).
The Si-Sawat poem says:

“The cat Mal-ed has a body colour like Doklao. The hairs are
smooth with roots like clouds and tips like silver.
The eyes shine like dewdrops on a lotus leaf”

To explain, Mal-ed is a Thai fruit with a silver grey/green
seed. Dok is a flower and Lao translates to 'lemon-grass',

'pampas grass', or 'reed blossom'. All of these are silvery and
silky smooth, so relate well to the Korat coat.

There is an intriguing reference to a blue cat from Siam
shown at the National Cat Show in 1896. It was exhibited as
a ‘Blue Siamese’, but was disqualified – supposedly, by one
of the most famous early cat fancier judges, artist Louis
Wain.

Lucky Cat

According to the unknown author, seventeen of the ancient
cats mentioned in the Cat-Book Poems bring good luck, and

Jusarka Lonestar (Thai Blue Point kitten)

Ch. Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise (Korat) Photo
courtesy of Robert Fox
six are bad omens. The Korat’s blue-grey coat represents
rain clouds, its silver tipping represents wealth and green
eyes the green rice shoots. It is, therefore, one of the
luckiest cats; a symbol of wealth, fertility and good harvests.

In remote villages in the north east of the country a Korat is
still paraded around today, carried in procession to the well,
where it is sprinkled with water to ensure the rice paddies
are filled by rain. Also, for many years a newly married
couple might be presented with a Korat on their wedding
day, to bring them wealth, happiness and fertility.

It was more than 70 years before a Korat was seen in the UK
again when two cats were imported from the USA in 1972.
The first British Korat kittens were born on Easter Sunday
1972.
By 1974 the Korat had gained GCCF breed
recognition, but there was a long wait before Championship
status was awarded in 1984.

Owned by a Korat
A Korat is not for everyone. A fellow “Korateer” in the US
recently wrote a note to a new Korat owner who was
struggling to come to terms with exactly what he had taken
on! It went as follows:

“A Korat is a whole different experience! It took me a bit by
surprise, even with the amount of research I put in beforehand. A
Korat is really like an extension of you, the owner - a little satellite
of your own, one which is totally lost without its planet. They're
just so much more interactive and energetic than a regular
domestic housecat that there really is a distinction between
‘having a cat’ and ‘being owned by a Korat’."

Korats need to be involved in the lives of their human
families; they really are companions and there needs to be a
reciprocal commitment on the part of the humans. If you are
owned by a Korat your life will be changed. Their natural
intelligence, liveliness and playfulness is their charm and you
must be prepared to give them your time and love. You will
not regret it and will be repaid a thousand fold.

Korat kittens - aged 5 weeks
All Korats in the west today can trace their ancestry back to
cats imported from Thailand. This is why the Korat is also
known as the ‘blue cat with the Thai passport.’

Korats in the UK

Korat kittens wearing their distinguishing collars!

Jusarka Prosperous Pluto (Korat)
A Korat can be described as; intelligent, affectionate, gentle,
sensitive, loyal, loving, playful, receptive, demonstrative,
mischievous, talkative, opinionated, devoted, and constant.
These are many of the adjectives which lend themselves to
capturing the delightful, unique nature of these wonderful
cats.

and if you are ready to accept a few compromises and give
your Korat the love and attention it needs - and demands –
you will have a true and loyal friend for life. If you don’t,
watch out because Korats are extremely vocal when they
don’t get their own way!
Showing your Korat

The Standard of Points requires large, luminous, green eyes
and these often seem over-sized for the heart-shaped face.
If the blue coat has an abundance of silver tipping then there
is a halo effect as the light gleams on the silver sheen.
Males are muscular, powerful and, though the females are
often smaller and dainty in appearance, both sexes surprise
those who lift them as they are far more solid in substance
than appearance suggests.

Korat kittens are very mischievous
Korats are very intelligent, sensitive and receptive... and very
active! Their special gentleness makes them wonderful
children's pets. Be prepared to be followed everywhere, this
has been known to include the bath or shower – and I don’t
just mean the room! You will spend hours throwing items for
your Korat to retrieve, and I guarantee you will tire of the
game long before your Korat does! You will be expected to
change aspects of your lifestyle to suit your Korat companion

GIC & EC Jadeye Caput Mundi, DSM
Choosing a kitten for show bench looks is just about
impossible with this breed. Korats are slow maturing, and
kittens and adolescents are often ugly ducklings, with dark,
rather fluffy coats and amber coloured eyes; the mature
‘swan’ taking three or four years to transform. It is important
to discuss with the breeder your exact requirements, but
beyond saying there are no obvious faults such as white
marks, or a tail defect, show potential can never be
guaranteed.

‘Not Fashionable’

Korats did not enjoy instant popularity on the show bench, or
become a ‘fashionable’ breed. Numbers at shows are not
particularly high compared to some of the other newer
breeds but the quality of our show Korats never falters. It
would be nice to see more Korats being shown but those
who breed them value the Korat for the qualities they
possess, and the number of devoted Korat pet owners has
risen steadily over the years.

Korat Kittens
produce blue kittens. From the earliest days of recorded
Korat breeding in the west (1959), kittens have been born
occasionally with a siamese type pattern, pale body with
some shading, but the blue colour restricted to the points
(face, ears, legs & paws, and tail). In other parts of the world

A mixed litter of Korats (2) & Thai Blue Points (5)
from a Korat Dam (carries the BP gene) & a Thai
Blue Point Sire
I cannot understand why this unique and truly wonderful little
cat has not become even better known within the cat fancy.
According to the GCCF records, over the past 10 years,
about 130 Korats have been registered, on average, each
year. This is an increase on the previous decade and kitten
enquiries throughout 2008 have definitely exceeded supply,
so maybe people are at last beginning to recognise the
benefits of being owned by a Korat?

Locksley (aka Jusarka Robin Hood) a Thai Blue Point
kitten
The Thais – Surprise kittens from out of the blue (literally)

Korat breeders and owners have always prided themselves
that the Korat is an ancient breed, traced back to imports
from Thailand and only ‘blue’ cats are Korats. The Standard
of Points called for blue only, but the Korat doesn't only

these have been, and still are, considered Korats with a
blemish, in the same way as a kinked tail or a white patch
makes a cat unsuitable for the showbench.

Therefore, when in 1989 two Korats mated together in the
UK gave birth to a ‘pink’ kitten, it was a bit of a surprise, to
say the least. In the late 80’s and early 90’s other UK based
Korats gave birth to the odd ‘white’ and ‘pink’ kitten.

Jusarka Funtime Frankie - a mature MN Thai Blue
Point
It became clear that these new ‘colours’ (although one is
really a restricted coat pattern) were derived from recessive
genes, dormant in the Korats for many generations and
coming together to either ‘dilute’ the coat colour, in the case
of the Thai Lilac, or restrict the coat colour to a siamese type,
pointed, pattern in the case of the Thai Blue Point.

Maipenrai Lilac Foxglove (Thai Lilac) and
Imp Gr Pr Maipenrai Tao Princess (Korat)
Jusarka Karnchana Kamala (Thai Blue Point)
Some people wonder why these cats are not simply called
Lilac Korats and Blue Pointed Korats, if their parents are
Korats. But remember, the word Korat in Thai (Si-sawat)
means blue cat, and indeed, the Korat is defined as the blue
cat of Thailand. That means any other coloured cat,
regardless of parentage, cannot qualify for this definition.
Therefore names were coined that described both the colour
and origin, but also respected tradition, according to
breeders' wishes.
Origins of the Thais
So where did these genes come from? The origins must lie
somewhere back in the mists of time in Thailand. Sealpoint
Siamese (Vichien Mas), Korats (Si-Sawats) and Copper cats
(Thong Daeng) all existed as recognised Thai cats several
hundred years ago and have been developed as Siamese,
Korats and Burmese, distinct and separate breeds in the
west since the beginning of the 20th century. Each breed
carries a genetic legacy from their country of origin. It is on

In the UK another colour or coat pattern is classed as simply
different, it can't be listed as a fault. Many UK breeders
embraced these ‘different’ cats and so two new breeds were
declared for UK registration with GCCF, the Thai Lilac (34c)
and Thai Blue Point (34 40 2).

Once their existence was acknowledged it was left to
breeders to decide whether they wanted to select for the
Lilac colour or BP pattern, or ignore these and try to breed
away from them. There was one condition. The ‘different’
cats should qualify for a show bench place on their own
merits, as separate breeds from the Korats.
Preliminary Recognition was granted by GCCF in February
2002 and Thai Lilacs and Thai Blue Points can be shown in a
Thai assessment class. To date, the Thai Lilac has a 100%
show record with every Thai Lilac shown earning its Merit
Certificate. The Thai Blue Point hasn’t achieved a 100%
record of Merit Certificates but it’s not far short of this.
Provisional status for both, was successfully applied for in
October 2008 and the Thais will move up to compete for
Intermediate Certificates from June 2009. Hopefully, it won’t
be too long before we achieve Championship status for the
Thai cats who came out of the Blue!

Thai Blue Point Kitten
record that the Korat is thought to have added the ‘blue’ to
the Bluepoint Siamese, possibly the Burmese acquired their
blue genes from this source too. It’s not really very surprising
that a few Korats gained added extras in return.

A mixed litter of 5 Thai Blue Point and 2 Korat
kittens. Interesting how the Blue Points need to be at
the front!
Thai Lilac

The Thai Lilac is a unique cat who will eventually get the
awards it deserves. The same Standard of Points applies to
the lilac cat as does to the Korat with an exception made on

With such attractive qualities demanded it surely won't be
long before the Thai Blue Point wins a special following of its
own.
Korats or Thais – that is the question?

Both recessive genes can be identified by DNA testing using
a simple cheek swab so it is very easy to select a cat which
either does or doesn’t carry the recessive siamese or
chocolate gene, if that is important to your breeding
programme. Some Korat breeders prefer to keep the “blue”
line and are deliberately breeding their cats to ensure that
neither the recessive siamese nor chocolate gene is present.
Others, me included, are deliberately mixing the dominant
blue and recessive siamese and chocolate genes to produce

Koorahk Mr Moonlight (Thai Lilac)
the colour of the coat. This should be “lilac of a warm pinkybeige tone, tipped with silver. A lilac cat with a silver tipped
coat and large, expressive, clear green eyes – truly, winning
and appealing qualities.

Thai Blue Point

Again, the same Standard of Points applies to the blue
pointed cat as does to the Korat with an exception made on
the colour of the eyes and coat colour and pattern. The
Standard of Points calls for a heart shaped face, large blue
eyes and a body colour of off white with some shading
allowed on back and sides to tone with the points. The blue
points should be tipped with silver. Soundness to the roots,
does not apply.

Jusarka Point-To-Point (Thai Blue Point aged 3
months)
Korats, Thai Lilacs and Thai Blue Points, which because of
the ancestry of these wonderful cats, still conform to the
Korat Standard of Points and have that delightful Korat
temperament. To all intents and purposes, the Thais are
simply Korats wearing a different coat.

That’s what I love about science, medicine and democracy, it
gives us such choice! And if they give us the choice to have
such beautiful cats as Korats and Thais, then I’m all for them!

To find out more about these wonderful cats, please visit the
Korat Cat Association website www.korats.org.uk or the
Koratworld website www.koratworld.com
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Jadeye Genesi (Thai Blue Point)

